The Existence of Crystals for Healing since Earth's Time: God's mysterious creation even revealed in the Bible Revelations 21:18
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THE COPPER GLOW SHOP
Now feel the glow!

Products and Services
The Ground-Breaking Earth Cell™

This product is definitely more than the eye can see, literally.

Simply wear close contact to the skin and feel the powerful release of your higher vibration.

We are constantly bombarded by electrical appliances which produce radiation and depletes our energy.

Sleeptags.com are the solution to this problem and suitable for children as well as adults.

Hello my Life. Are you here to stay?

Problems / situations that challenge our natural life - force today.

Early Ageing of cells Co- dependency instead of interdependence.

Dysfunctional family tie Emotions getting fermented with negativity.

How to make life manageable by sharing Earth's esoteric products for your special needs.

Save Yourself by some simple solution to support life to achieve natural holistic lifestyle to spirit consciousness

Tailored to suit your unique needs.

My products

The Copper Glow Egyptian Healing Rods to get your Fire element charged.

It's in our nature that all our products are finished and fashioned to a high standard and quality.

Let me explain the body's natural capacity to resist psychic attacks and rebuild its energy levels to radiate crystal pure Aura or a rainbow Aura.

Do you wake up to acknowledge that feeling of being lost, wanting security and stability? Hmm

Practical anti-ageing formulas, food recipes, ancient herbs with magic to heal and function your cells from the base chakra. We stock a variety of crystals/stones to improve emotional intelligence.

Book an appointment or email

Thecopperglowshop@gmail.com